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SITRAIN for GBSIoT offers a wide range of short courses comprising of 100’s of

Siemens’ short courses, covering all topics related to Siemens industry products,

and its content is constantly growing. 

Your FREE 2023 subscriptions available from GBSIoT includes courses within

"SIMATIC Automation and Control" such as:

“SITRAIN for GBSIoT” is an online CPD platform

hosting the latest training packages from Siemens’

extensive virtual learning and teaching catalogue.

On-demand access to these courses is FREE for

businesses who work with Siemens technologies and

who wish to enhance the skills sets and knowledge

bases of their workforce. 

SITRAIN for GBSIoT

To find out more, and to sign up 
 email: enquiries@gbsiot.ac.uk 



How easy are the courses to navigate?

Users can follow our guided course pathways to learn new expertise and all pathways are
designed to build in depth and detail from “Entry” level to “Intermediate” to “Advanced”,
so that users can reach the point of training that best suits their learning requirements
and objectives. 

Each course consists of a sequence of Siemens’ bespoke modules, which train the user in
the operation and management of Siemens specialist technologies. 

All modules are self-directed – meaning that they can be studied at the users’ own
preferred pace - and they are delivered online via video and other web-based resources. 

How is progress recorded? 

Each user's progress is recorded on their personal “SITRAIN for GBSIoT” dashboard and
can evidence their achievements at any time. Completion of each course is an excellent
primer for Siemens’ own formal qualifications, which can be taken separately. 

How do I apply for access to “SITRAIN for GBSIoT”? 

To find out more, and to sign up for “SITRAIN for GBSIoT”, 
email: enquiries@gbsiot.ac.uk 

Access to “SITRAIN for GBSIoT” is free to eligible users as part of the STEM-Up project which is supported by the GBSIoT.

The STEM-Up project, part-funded by the European Social Fund, delivers more than 60 free workshops, webinars and

courses in STEM, STEAM and Soft skills subjects, run by Birmingham City University, Aston University and Solihull

College & University Centre. “SITRAIN for GBSIoT” users can also access STEM-Up’s courses in Digital, Creative Media,

Manufacturing, Engineering, Construction, Sustainability, STEAM Thinking, Business & Management and Interpersonal

Skills subjects. 

Eligibility: users must be aged 18 and over, with Right to Work in the UK and resident in Birmingham, Solihull, Bromsgrove, Redditch or Wyre Forest,

although enquiries from outside these regions will still be considered.

SITRAIN for GBSIoT


